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Bucket-based price discrimination is a unique price format that involves monthly subscription fees and instan-
taneous quotas (the number of rental products that can be checked out). We propose an empirical model

in which consumers make dynamic purchase decisions under consumption uncertainty, accounting for the con-
straints imposed by the instantaneous quota. Applying the model to an online DVD rental data set, we find that
(1) consumers incur a large disutility (∼ $8) from stockout (i.e., unmet consumption needs); (2) such a disutility
drives consumers’ overpurchase of the service quota as a way to avoid potential stockout situations; and (3) the
dynamics of overpurchase are driven by the interplay between trends in consumption needs and the magnitude
of consumers’ plan-switching costs. We run counterfactual exercises to better understand how the instantaneous
quota and stockout risk affect consumers’ consumption rates, purchase decisions, and firm profitability. We find
that the instantaneous quota induces a greater stockout compared with a monthly quota. We further demon-
strate that the company should recognize the drivers of the dynamics in overpurchase to balance short- and
long-term profitability—for example, by offering targeted discounts to customers with excess overpurchase.
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1. Introduction
The past decade has seen a novel price format gain
great popularity in many online rental services. Well
known by its tagline “$X per month for Y ,” this
price format involves a menu of “tiered” service
plans. A representative service plan consists of a fixed
monthly subscription fee ($X) and a number of rental
products that can be checked out at any given point
in time 4Y 5. We refer to this price format as bucket-
based price discrimination (BBPD) for two reasons. First,
it is a new second-degree price discrimination mech-
anism (e.g., Mussa and Rosen 1978, Rochet and Stole
2002), where consumers self-select into service plans
vertically differentiated by a quota. Second, the quota
represents a fixed consumption capacity that cannot
be exceeded during the subscription period, which
has been metaphorically referred to as a “bucket”
(e.g., Lovelock and Wirtz 2007). Table 1 lists addi-
tional popular examples of continuous subscription
services using BBPD, along with their offerings. A sa-
lient example of BBPD service is Netflix: the consumer

starts by paying a fixed monthly fee (e.g., $15.99). Net-
flix allows the consumer to switch up her plan on any
day, and downgrade her plan only at the end of the
month. The consumer then receives a fixed number
of DVDs (e.g., three) delivered by the United States
Postal Service (USPS). The consumer again uses USPS
to return movies in exchange for new movies that are
sent to her afterward.

Figure 1 plots the price structure of BBPD, along
with other popular nonlinear price formats in the
subscription-service industry: flat tariffs and two-part
pricing (Train et al. 1987, Danaher 2002, Narayanan
et al. 2007), increasing block pricing (Iyengar et al.
2007), and three-part tariffs (Lambrecht et al. 2007).

It is insightful to compare BBPD and the three-part
tariff (3PT), which also incorporates a fixed subscrip-
tion price and a quota. Both price formats require con-
sumers to advance purchase (Xie and Shugan 2001).
Similar to 3PT, BBPD requires the consumer to make
plan choices based on expectations of future con-
sumption. These two price formats, however, differ in
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Table 1 Examples of BBPD

No. of
Representative Monthly rentals allowed

Industry servicea price ($) at one time

Online movie rental Netflix.com 7099 1
Blockbuster Online 11099 2

Online game rental Gamefly.com 15099 3
Gamerang.com 15095 1
Gottaplay.com 22095 2
Rentzero.com 29095 3
GameMine.com 36095 4

Book rental Bookswim.com 23095 3
Booksfree.com 29095 5
Paperspine.com 35095 7
Skoobit.com 59095 11

Online CD and Audiotogo.com 16099 1
audio book rental Jiggerbug.com 24099 2

Audiobooksonline.com 34099 3
Kitabe.com 41099 4

51099 5

Note. All plan information was retrieved on November 15, 2013.
aColumns 3 and 4 describe the service structure of the business listed first

for the category, e.g., Netflix.com in the online movie rental category.

two important ways. First, 3PT gives the consumer
the option to incur monetary costs (marginal fees) to
cover excessive consumption (Lambrecht et al. 2007),
and the quota of 3PT serves as a threshold above
which the marginal fee is assessed. By contrast, the
quota of BBPD serves as a limit for consumption, and
the consumer incurs the costs from unmet consump-
tion (referred to as stockout). Second, whereas 3PT
(and other nonlinear price formats such as two-part
pricing) sets the quota at the monthly level, the quota
of BBPD is usually set at the daily level. We refer to
such a daily quota as the instantaneous quota because
it restricts the number of rental products available
for instantaneous consumption on any given day.
The difference between monthly and instantaneous
quotas has subtle, yet important implications for the
consumer. Intuitively, a consumer who tends to bunch
consumption on specific days is more likely to be
restricted by the instantaneous quota, compared with
the monthly quota, which gives her more flexibility
in matching the quota with her time-varying con-
sumption needs. In other words, the monthly quota
discriminates based on the mean consumption needs
of the subscription period, and BBPD discriminates
based on both the mean and peak consumption needs
during the subscription period.

BBPD with instantaneous quota has become a very
popular price format for rental services, ranging from
movies (Netflix), designer handbags (BagBorrowor-
Steal), toys (BabyPlays), and books (BookSwim). For
example, Netflix.com, the market leader of the online
movie rental industry, serves 33.1 million subscribers
in the United States, and more than 50 million users
globally. Despite the increasing popularity of BBPD

and its unique structure described above, it has gar-
nered little academic attention. This is in sharp con-
trast with the recent surge of research on nonlinear
pricing in the telecommunications industry. Current
research on nonlinear pricing has studied the compet-
itive conditions under which flat-rate pricing is opti-
mal (Hitt and Chen 2005, Essegaier et al. 2002, Oi 1971,
Wilson 1993) and has provided empirical evidence
of a bias for flat-fee over two-part pricing (Danaher
2002; Hobson and Spady 1988; Kling and van der Ploeg
1990; Kridel et al. 1993; Mitchell and Vogelsang 1991;
Train et al. 1989, 1987; Miravete 2002a, b; Lambrecht and
Skiera 2006; Narayanan et al. 2007).

Two closely related studies are Iyengar (2010) and
Schlereth and Skiera (2012). Iyengar (2010) conducted
a conjoint study to estimate consumers’ willing-
ness to pay for digital songs priced via pay-per-use
pricing and bucket pricing (BP). He found that by
offering both a BP plan and a pay-per-use plan,
the company earned more profit than by offering a
pay-per-use plan only. Applying a Bayesian model
to the survey data, Schlereth and Skiera (2012) esti-
mated consumers’ plan-specific preferences and then
used simulations to compare the performance of BP
and two pay-per-use (linear) plans: a two-part tar-
iff and 3PT. The authors found that the optimal BP
was as profitable as the other nonlinear price for-
mats. Our empirical investigation differs from these
two studies in two important ways. First, both papers
considered monthly level consumption and ignored
the daily level constraint of the instantaneous quota
on consumption. Second, both studies used survey
data rather than transactional data, and focused on
eliciting the consumers’ willingness to pay in a static
context. However, BBPD services (e.g., Netflix) are
typically continuous subscription services; thus, it is
natural to examine consumers’ purchase decisions
in a dynamic decision framework, which we adopt.
As a result, we expect that various factors—such
as the dynamics of consumers’ consumption needs
(e.g., Lambrecht et al. 2007), uncertainty in usage, and
switching costs (e.g., Goettler and Clay 2011)—will
give rise to interesting dynamics in consumers’ plan
choice and retention decisions. These dynamics also
have important implications for companies wishing
to balance short- and long-term profits.

To summarize, the design of BBPD entails a unique
set of decision calculus for consumers and strategic
implications for the company, leading to several inter-
esting research questions:

• What is the effect of the instantaneous quota on
consumers’ consumption?

• What drives consumers’ purchase decisions in
BBPD?

• Do consumers dynamically change their pur-
chase decisions over time?
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Figure 1 Comparison Between Bucket Pricing and Other Pricing Formats

V. Three-part pricingf

(Lambrecht et al. 2007) 

Monthly quota

2

1

VI. Bucket pricingg

(this study)

1

Instantaneous
(daily) quota

2

I. Flat-rate pricinga, b II.  Linear pricingc III. Two-part pricingd

(Narayanan et al. 2007)

1

IV.  Two-tier increasing-
block pricinge

(Iyengar et al. 2007)

2

aIn I–VI, the horizontal axis, C, is the usage amount of the service, and the vertical axis, E , denotes the expenditure.
bIn I: F is the fixed fee.
cIn II: P is the marginal price.
dIn III: F is the fixed fee, and P is the marginal price.
eIn IV: F is the fixed fee, and P1 (P25 is the first (second) marginal price.
fIn V: F is the fixed fee, Q is the “free” allowance, and P is the marginal price.
gIn VI: Only two plans are shown here: F1 (F25 is the price for the first (second) plan, and Q1 (Q25 is the quota of the first (second) plan.

• How can the company improve its BBPD design
to increase its long-term profitability?

To answer these questions, we propose an empiri-
cal model that encapsulates the key aspects describing
consumers’ dynamic decision process under BBPD:
uncertainty about future consumption, the instan-
taneous quota, the potential risk of stockout, and
switching costs. To realistically model the instanta-
neous quota, we combine a daily level consumption
model with a monthly purchase decision model. The
model allows consumers to form expectations of their
future consumption needs based on idiosyncratic con-
sumption patterns, and recognizes the disutility when
consumption needs are capped by the instantaneous
quota. We then apply the model to a unique panel
data set of consumer purchases and consumption his-
tory provided by an online DVD rental service (focal
company). The proposed model recognizes the focal
company’s idiosyncratic plan-switching policy (unlike
Netflix, consumers can only make purchase decisions
once every month) and explains several empirical reg-
ularities emerging from the data. First, on average,
consumers substantially overpay for the service quota

(referred to as overpurchase), resulting in a high effec-
tive price per movie rental. Using our model, such
overpurchase can be rationalized by the high disu-
tility from unmet consumption needs, or stockout
(approximately $8 per stockout). Therefore, overpur-
chase can be thought of as “insurance” bought to
ensure that future consumption is met. Second, we
also find strong evidence for lock-in, manifested by
high and persistent overpurchase. Many consumers
simply do not adjust their plan choices frequently
enough, and consequently forgo opportunities for
monetary savings.

Third, across consumers, there are interesting dif-
ferences in the dynamics of overpurchase. Such
dynamics can be explained by the interplay between
the high switching costs and the systematic change
in consumption needs over time: some consumers
exhibit a “fatigue” effect, i.e., their consumption needs
decrease with accumulated consumption, whereas
others exhibit an opposite, “reinforcing” effect. We
find that consumers with low switching costs over-
purchase earlier and adjust their plan choices more
frequently to match the evolution of their expected
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consumption needs so that their overpurchase dimin-
ishes over time. Consumers with higher switching
costs realize the possible long-term financial expen-
diture induced by switching costs, such that they
overpurchase less early, but then seldom adjust pur-
chases and end up with more overpurchase. The
retention rate for low-switching-cost customers, how-
ever, is much higher than that for high-switching-cost
customers.

Based on the parameter estimates from the empir-
ical model, we use counterfactual exercises to better
understand the two key design components of BBPD:
the daily level instantaneous quota and the stockout
risk it induces. We find that given consumers’ high
risk aversion to stockout, BBPD allows the focal com-
pany to charge high subscription fees and generate
a large profit. The focal company would rather not
charge a marginal fee and would instead prefer to
deny consumers the opportunity to cover stockout
with a marginal fee. In addition, we examine how
the company can improve its current BBPD design to
influence its overpurchase dynamics, retention rate,
and overall profit. We find that overpurchase is a
double-edged sword: although the company can gen-
erate higher profits from locked-in customers, it also
causes customers to defect earlier. Consequently, the
company can actively fine-tune its marketing mix
based on the observed overpurchase and usage. For
instance, the company may benefit from offering tar-
geted price discounts to consumers with excessive
overpurchase.

2. Background and Data
2.1. Industry Overview
Our empirical investigation focuses on an anonymous
online DVD rental company (“the focal company”).
The focal company employs the standard DVD rental
model, which creatively integrates Internet technol-
ogy and USPS service. Consumers choose among
plans characterized by different combinations of price
and quota. They then furnish credit card information
so that the company can automatically debit monthly
payments from their accounts. Consumers can log
onto the company’s website to browse movies and
create personal queues of movie titles in the order
of their viewing preference. Consumers receive the
DVDs in the mail and can keep the movies for as
long as they like without incurring any late fees. To
return the rented DVDs, they mail them back using
a postage-paid envelope provided by the company.
When the company receives the returned DVDs, it
mails the same number of movies to the consumers.
The process continues until the subscription is ter-
minated. There is no long-term contract; however,
the subscription process is automatically renewed

every month unless the consumers change the plan
or leave the service. For the company, revenue comes
solely from the monthly subscription fees. On the cost
side, other than the overhead costs and fees paid to
stock the DVDs, the main variable cost for online
DVD rental companies is postage; for the focal com-
pany, such a cost is $0.90 for two-way shipments.
The company provided us with consumer panel data
containing a subset of randomly selected registered
consumers whose purchase and shipment histories
were tracked.

2.2. Overview of the Data
The detailed shipment history for a representative con-
sumer includes the dates when each movie was shipped
out to the consumer and was received by the company.
The shipping dates, along with the company-estimated
one-way shipping time, are used to infer the dates
when the consumer received the DVDs, based on the
assumption that consumers return the DVDs immedi-
ately after watching them (Milkman et al. 2009). Simi-
larly, the receiving dates allowed us to infer the dates
of consumption.

The purchase history of a representative consumer
includes the dates when the service was initiated
(and, possibly, terminated), and dates of her entire
history of subsequent plan choices. Two observations
can be made regarding the payment histories. First,
no customers reinstated service after terminating it.
Second, with a few exceptions, all payments were
made at the beginning of the payment cycle (month),
which is consistent with the company’s policy that
any plan change does not take effect until the next
month. Unfortunately, consumer demographic infor-
mation was very limited, except whether the con-
sumer resided within the same state as the company.

Table 2 provides the key sample statistics, based
on the purchase and consumption data. For exam-
ple, the average monthly payment was $20.68. Price
discounts, averaging $0.50, were offered in approx-
imately 2.57% of cases. The average actual movie
consumption per month was 2.71, with a standard
deviation of 2.37. During the observation period, con-
sumers stayed with the company for an average of
7.68 months. Finally, 93% of the consumers lived in
states different from the focal company, and thus, did
not pay sales tax.

Table 3 summarizes the observed plan choices with
the focal company. Columns 2 and 3 list the monthly
prices and the instantaneous quota of the six service
plans offered by the company. Columns 4–7 show
the average numbers of movies consumed per month,
total revenue, total variable cost, and total profit. We
make several observations. When the quota increases,
so does the monthly subscription price, although at
a slower rate. The dominant purchase share rests
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Table 2 Summary Statistics

Standard
Variables Explanation Mean deviation

Pijt Monthly payment including tax 20068 3089
DSCT ijt Amount of discount off monthly

payment
0050 2072

Cit Actual monthly consumption 2071 2037
TENURE Number of months with the company 17068 6025
MON Monday dummy 00143 00350
TUE Tuesday dummy 00142 00349
WED Wednesday dummy 00142 00349
THU Thursday dummy 00143 00350
FRI Friday dummy 00143 00350
SAT Saturday dummy 00143 00350
SUN Sunday dummy 00142 00349
DTAXi

Dummy variable equal to 1 if the
consumer resides outside the state
and 0 otherwise

0007 0025

with the standard plan, followed by premium and lite
plans; the elite plan has the lowest purchase share.
Thus, plan popularity does not appear to increase
with a volume discount. Rather, the fee and quota
seem to jointly determine the popularity of a service
plan. Intuitively, given the low market shares of high-
quota (and more profitable) plans, there is potential
for the company to better align the popularity and
profitability of its service plans by either making pop-
ular plans more profitable or by making profitable
plans more popular.

A further look into the plan switching in the data
shows four patterns. First, in the majority of subscrip-
tion periods, consumers chose to stay with the status-
quo plan choices. The average number of switches
(including both switching among plans and drop-
ping out) for a consumer during her entire tenure
was 1.24. There was also significant heterogeneity
in switching frequencies across consumers: whereas
81.4% of all consumers only switched once, 4.8% of
them switched more than three times. Plan sticki-
ness was highest for the standard plan and lowest
for the elite plan. Second, most switches involved a

Table 3 Prices and Quotas of Alternative Plans and Profit Contribution

Plans Price ($) DVD quota Average actual consumptionb Total revenue ($) Total variable costsc ($) Total profits ($)

Economya 9095 1 1.26 331352 81446 241906
Lite 12095 1 1.53 651475 151471 501004
Standard 19095 2 2.82 119801935 5601024 114201911
Premium 27095 3 4.31 1861147 571408 1281739
Advantage 37095 5 6.29 1401339 461520 931819
Elite 57095 7 8.02 511402 141226 371176

aThe total monthly consumption on the economy plan is limited to two.
bAverage actual consumption is the total number of DVDs shipped to the consumer each month, adjusted by the DVDs not shipped back at the end of that

month and the DVDs that the customer held over from the previous month.
cVariable cost is approximated as the sum of the postage cost, or $0.45 for one-way delivery and an estimated $1.10 for overhead costs.

move to adjacent plans. For the standard plan and up,
more consumers switched down to lower-level plans;
however, consumers starting with the economy and
lite plans were more likely to switch up to standard or
beyond. Third, consumers were more likely to switch
down than up. Fourth, the attrition rate was higher
for consumers with the advantage and elite plans.

2.3. Initial Insights Into Consumers’ Consumption
We first examine the patterns of consumption ob-
served in the data. Consumers’ realized consump-
tion is discrete in nature, for which a Poisson model
is a good choice. However, we find that there are
an excessive number of zero consumption occasions:
there are a large percentage (89%) of occasions where
the consumer held at least two movies, but had zero
consumption. Apparently, this excessive zero con-
sumption suggests that the zero-inflated Poisson (ZIP)
model is a more appropriate modeling choice than a
simple Poisson model. A further check shows that,
consistent with the ZIP model, the variance of daily
level consumption (0.137) is significantly larger than
the mean (0.084).

It is also important to account for potential censor-
ing, since on any given day, the number of movies that
can be watched cannot exceed the number of avail-
able movies and the instantaneous quota. To check
whether consumers’ daily level consumption is indeed
censored by the number of movies available from
above, we compute the average observed consump-
tion for each possible number of available movies.
Because it is possible that consumers are more likely
to watch movies during the weekends, this computa-
tion is separately conducted for weekdays (Monday–
Thursday) and weekends (Friday–Sunday). Confirm-
ing prior expectations, we find that conditional on
either a weekend or weekday, the average consump-
tion increases with the number of movies available:
the average daily consumption rate is 0.075, 0.112, and
0.157 when there are 1, 2, and 3 movies available,
respectively. Furthermore, conditional on the num-
ber of available movies, the average consumption
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rate is larger on weekends, compared to weekdays.
For example, when the number of available movies
is two, the average consumption rate for weekdays
(weekends) is 0.094 (0.160). To summarize, the con-
sumption data support a zero-inflated Poisson model-
ing with censoring (at the available movie inventory).
We formally develop the consumption model in §3.1.

2.4. Initial Insights Into Consumers’
Purchase Decisions

To understand the possible drivers of consumers’ pur-
chase decisions, we look into the systematic patterns
in consumers’ dynamic purchase histories. Three in-
teresting empirical regularities in consumers’ pur-
chase decisions emerge. First, consumers’ consump-
tion needs are not always fully covered by purchased
consumption capacity: consumers hit their instanta-
neous quota for a nontrivial percentage (∼ 4%) of all
occasions, indicating a possible risk of stockouts (i.e.,
unmet consumption needs) at the daily level. Sec-
ond, we observe significant and persistent overpur-
chase: across all plans, the average actual consumption
rates are less than half of the purchased consump-
tion capacities. Consumers thus overpay a significant
amount (an average effective price of $6–$8 per movie
rental), compared with the “ideal” situation where the
plan is used more fully. Third, there is strong evidence
for consumer lock-in with their current plan choices.
Figure 2 plots the dynamics of average purchased
consumption capacity and average movie consump-
tion by month. Consistent with the overpurchase dis-
cussed previously, purchased consumption capacity is
always higher than actual consumption. Furthermore,
whereas there is a notable decline in the average con-
sumption rate, the average amount of the purchased
quota remains relatively steady. This finding implies
that consumers are not fully responsive in adjusting
their plan choices based on their reduced consump-
tion. Even though some consumers adjust their pur-
chases to avoid excessive overpurchase, many of them
stay with their current plans and increasingly over-
pay for the service. Interestingly, 6.4% of consumers
who eventually discontinued the service had zero con-
sumption for at least one month before discontinuing
the service. Presumably, such lock-in situations can be
attributed to these consumers’ switching costs, which
have been found to be economically significant for
subscription services (Goettler and Clay 2011).

In the context of the continuous subscription indus-
try, a forward-looking framework is suitable for
studying the dynamics in purchase choices that arise
because of switching costs (Goettler and Clay 2011),
and the dynamics in consumption needs (Lambrecht
et al. 2007). To test whether consumers’ decisions are

Figure 2 (Color online) Evolution of Purchased and Realized
Consumption Over Tenure
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affected by future state variables, we run the follow-
ing reduced-form regression:

log4OVPim5

=�0i+�1 ·log4OVPi1m−15+�2 ·Consumpi1m+1

+�3Nswitchi+�4 ·Consumpi1m+1 ·Nswitchi

+�5PeakConsumpi1m+1 +�6 ·NumPeakConsumpi1m+1

+�im1

where the dependent variable, log4OVPim5, is the log
of the overpurchase by consumer i in month m, and
log4OVPi1m−15 is the log of the amount of overpur-
chase in the preceding month, which we include
to capture the possible inertia in the overpurchase.
The variable Consumpi1m+1 is the total amount of
consumption in the next month, and is a reduced-
form approximation of future consumption needs
(assuming rational expectations by the consumers).
The main distinction between a static and dynamic
model is whether consumers’ purchase decisions are
influenced by future state variables. Nswitchi is the
total number of switches and is a proxy for the
(lack of) switching costs. PeakConsumpi1m+1 is the max-
imal realized consumption in the next month, and
NumPeakConsumpi1m+1 is the number of days on which
maximal consumption occurred.

We find that �1 is positive 4�1 = 001441 t = 12025,
indicating strong inertia toward overpurchase. The
second coefficient �2 is positive 4�2 = 000061 t = 30655:
when future consumption needs are high, forward-
looking consumers are more likely to purchase higher
plans in the current period to avoid future stockout. �3
is negative (�3 = −002251 t = −2307), suggesting that
consumers with higher switching costs on average pay
more for the quota. An intuitive and rational expla-
nation is that whereas these consumers do incur a
higher disutility from payment, they are able to avoid
the mental costs associated with frequent switch-
ing. �4 is negative (�4 = −000591 t = −2704), indicat-
ing that consumers with both higher switching costs
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and high consumption needs are more likely to buy
higher plans to cover future consumption. Both �5 and
�6 are positive and significant (�5 = 000008, t = 2005,
�6 = 00328, t = 1207), again implying that consumers
consider potential stockout risk factors in the future
when making their purchase decisions—consistent
with forward-looking consumers.

To sum, we found in the data evidence of stock-
out, overpurchase, (imperfect) lock-in, and consumer
forward looking, which motivates a purchase util-
ity model that incorporates the instantaneous quota,
usage uncertainty, switching costs, and consumer
forward looking. This model, presented in §3.2,
enables us to rationalize seemingly suboptimal con-
sumer choices and explain the systematic dynamics of
overpurchase.

3. The Model
In this section, we first present the ZIP model for
the consumer’s daily consumption needs and demon-
strate how a representative consumer forms her ex-
pected consumption and stockout, accounting for the
role of the daily level instantaneous quota. We then
present the model for the consumer’s monthly pur-
chase utility.

3.1. The ZIP Model for Consumption Needs
We model the consumer’s realized consumption needs
as a ZIP process with censoring based on three con-
siderations. First, a Poisson model is a natural choice
for modeling discrete consumption outcomes, which
includes both zero and positive integers (e.g., two
movies). Second, based on previous research in
consumer-packaged goods (e.g., Erdem et al. 2003),
it is important to account for occasions when con-
sumers may have zero consumption needs for the ser-
vice (e.g., the consumer may be too busy to watch any
movies). Adding the zero-inflation part is also consis-
tent with the fact that realized consumption is zero
for many days, even when the consumer has movies
available for consumption. Finally, the censoring is
consistent with the fact that the number of movies
available restricts consumption.

In the absence of restrictions involving the instanta-
neous quota, the daily expected consumption needs, c∗

it ,
is assumed to follow a ZIP distribution with two
parameters, c∗

it ∼ ZIPoisson4�it1�it5. The first parame-
ter, �it , captures consumer i′’s decision about whether
to consume on day t. Specifically, �it is the probabil-
ity that the consumer does not have a need for movie
consumption, such that

�it = Logit4�0i + �1i · Weekendt + �2i · Ngenreit50 (1)

In Equation (1), �0i is the baseline tendency for con-
sumer i to have zero consumption needs. The sec-
ond term, Weekendt , is dummy-coded to 0 if day t is

Monday through Thursday, and 1 if day t is Friday
through Sunday. Thus, �1i measures the difference in
consumer i’s tendency to watch movies on a week-
day compared with the weekend. We expect �1i to
be negative for consumers who are more likely to
watch movies on weekends, and the magnitude of �1i
to be smaller for consumers who have flexibility
in watching movies on weekdays. The final term,
Ngenreit , is the cumulative number of genres con-
sumer i has watched up to time t. We include this
term to account for the possibility that more variety-
seeking consumers may be more likely to experience
a consumption need.

The second parameter of the ZIP model, �it , is the
mean of the Poisson model. It captures factors affect-
ing the consumer’s decision about how many movies
to watch

�it = �0i +�1i Weekendt +

3
∑

k=1

�1+k1 i PastConsumpit1 k

+�5i AccConsumpit0 (2)

In Equation (2), �0i is the baseline rate of consump-
tion needs. Weekendt captures the persistent difference
between the consumption needs on weekends ver-
sus weekdays, conditional on having a consumption
need. To account for the persistent consumption pat-
tern, we include realized consumption on the same
weekday (e.g., Thursdays when t is a Thursday) in the
past three weeks, denoted by PastConsumpit1 k4k = 11
2135. The coefficient �1+k1 i captures potential habit per-
sistence in consumption needs (e.g., Chaloupka 1988,
Mullahy 1986).1 The term AccConsumpit measures ac-
cumulated movie consumption for consumer i up to
time t. The effect of accumulated consumption can
be either a positive, “reinforcing” effect (consumers
become more addicted to movie consumption) or a
negative, “fatigue” effect. The fatigue effect can occur,
given the limited inventory of the company’s content-
edited movies. Including accumulated consumption
allows for the possibility that it becomes more diffi-
cult to find movies suitable for consumption as accu-
mulated consumption increases. A priori, it is unclear
which effect is stronger, and �5i should be interpreted

1 There exists empirical evidence that consumers may have time-
inconsistent preferences and exercise self-control (e.g., Wertenbroch
1998), which is certainly possible for movie consumption (Milkman
et al. 2009, Read et al. 1999). Including past consumption into the
consumption needs equation also accounts for the possibility that
consumers exhibit self-control, such that they reduce current con-
sumption needs when past consumption has been excessive (e.g.,
Jain 2012). Thus, the coefficients should be interpreted as the net
effect of habit formation and self-control. Broadly speaking, the
degree of self-control likely depends on the type of rental prod-
ucts; for example, one may expect self-control to be more serious
for businesses specializing in video game rentals (e.g., Gamefly),
compared with those that rent books (e.g., BookSwim).
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as the net effect of accumulated consumption on con-
sumers’ consumption needs.2

3.2. The Purchase Utility Model
Informed by the focal company’s policy that plan
switching can only occur at the beginning of each
month,3 we model consumers’ purchase decisions at
the monthly level. Note that other BBPD services may
use different plan-switching policies. For example, the
most recent policy of Netflix allows its customers to
upgrade on any given day and downgrade at the
beginning of the next month. Nevertheless, our mod-
eling framework can be readily adapted to accommo-
date alternative types of plan-switching policies with-
out affecting the way we model the instantaneous
quota and stockout risk. In §4.5, we investigate the
effects of Netflix’s plan-switching policy with a coun-
terfactual exercise.

The company offers J plans (“buckets”). Each plan j
is defined by a fixed and prepaid monthly fee Pj

and an instantaneous quota IQTj , which stipulates the
number of “outstanding” movies allowed at one time.
There are I consumers who make plan-choice deci-
sions among the J plans at the beginning of each
month m = 11 0 0 0 1M . Consumers can also choose
the outside option j = 0, thereby discontinuing the
service.

Because of the temporal separation between pay-
ment and consumption, consumers must form expec-
tations about their future daily consumption needs
and then compare them with the quota of each
plan, so that the expected consumption realization
and expected consumption stockout can be deter-
mined. We propose a simple model to approximate
the expected daily consumption needs and stock-
out at the beginning of each payment cycle. Next,
we consider how the available quota restricts con-
sumers’ consumption decisions at the daily level
(compared with the monthly level), a fact that has
not been addressed by existing research (Iyengar 2010,
Schlereth and Skiera 2012).

2 We conducted various robustness checks before settling on Equa-
tion (2). Specifically, we tested for the possible inclusion of the
quadratic form of accumulated consumption, which we found to
be statistically insignificant (p > 0040). We tested different orders of
PastConsumpit1 k and found that the model fit significantly increased,
with up to a third lagged consumption; improvements from higher
orders of PastConsumpit1 k were negligible. We also checked for
multicollinearity between accumulated consumption and lagged
weekly consumption. These correlations were all less than 0.16.
Furthermore, following Menard (2002), we found that the variance
inflation factors were all smaller than 2. Thus, multicollinearity was
not an issue. Finally, we included days to the next payment date
to test whether there was a payment effect on consumption, and
found no evidence.
3 This policy is confirmed by observed plan decisions in the data:
with only a few exceptions, all payments occurred at regular
monthly intervals.

3.2.1. Instantaneous Quota and Available Quota.
A key characteristic of the BBPD model is the instan-
taneous quota (also known as “max-outs”), which
specifies the number of DVDs in the mailing pro-
cess on any given day. It is important to note that
because of the nontrivial mailing time, the real con-
sumption constraint facing consumers is the number
of movies immediately available (referred to as the
available quota). We briefly discuss the relationship
between the instantaneous and available quota as fol-
lows. Let IQTijt be the instantaneous quota of plan j
chosen by consumer i, and let Aijt be the movies avail-
able to her on day t. The instantaneous quota is the
total number of movies in the mailing process, which
consists of Aijt and the movies in transit that are not
available for immediate consumption, denoted as Tijt

IQTijt =Aijt + Tijt1

Aijt1Tijt ≥ 00
(3)

Equation (3) implies that Aijt is nonnegative and
will never exceed IQTijt. Conditional on the same
IQTijt, Aijt is larger (smaller) if the number of movies
in the mailing process (Tijt) is smaller (larger). The
detailed shipping dates allow us to compute Aijt for
each day the consumer stays with the company. Fur-
thermore, we can impute Aijt for any hypothetical
plan j based on the consumption needs and the
exogenous shipping policy of the company, i.e., after
receiving the returned DVDs, the company sends the
consumer the same number of DVDs. Figures A.1
and A.2 in the appendix provide a simple illustration
of the relationship between IQTijt and Aijt.

3.2.2. Expected Consumption. The consumer’s
consumption utility comes from the realized part of
expected consumption, which is determined by the
chosen plan and movie availability. We model the
consumption outcome at the daily level to be consis-
tent with the design of the instantaneous quota. We
define cijt, the realized daily consumption, given the
latent consumption need c∗

it and plan choice j

cijt =











01 if c∗
it ≤ 01

c∗
it1 if Aijt > c∗

it > 01
Aijt1 if c∗

it ≥Aijt0

(4)

Equation (4) states that realized consumption is left
censored at 0 (realized consumption must be nonneg-
ative) and right censored at Aijt (realized consumption
cannot exceed the expected available movies).

Combining the definition of realized consumption,
conditional on plan choice j (Equation (4)) and the
distributional assumption made regarding consump-
tion decisions, we can write the expected consump-
tion, E6cijt7

E6cijt7= 41 −�it5 ·

[Aijt−1
∑

k=0

�k
ite

−�it 4k−Aijt5

k!
+Aijt

]

0 (5)
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Using Equation (5), it is straightforward to show
that expected consumption increases with the proba-
bility of having a positive consumption need 41−�it5,
the magnitude of consumption needs (�it), and the
number of DVDs available for consumption (Aijt).

3.2.3. Expected Stockout. Note that when a con-
sumer’s consumption needs exceed the number of
movies available, she experiences stockout. The stock-
out cost can be thought of as the consumer’s disutility
from her consumption “fall[ing] short of the desired
amount” (Erdem et al. 2003, p. 16). Broadly speak-
ing, the magnitude of such costs should depend on
the specific service category—it is low if the service is
nonessential and there are many substitutes, and high
otherwise. A priori, we expect the stockout cost to
be large for the focal service (content-edited movies)
because watching such movies can be an inexpen-
sive, but not easily substitutable pastime for the entire
family; such costs should be especially large for con-
sumers with a strong preference for “movie night”
(watching multiple movies on one occasion) because
the disutility from not being able to do so is high.

Unlike 3PT, in which consumers are not constrained
in their consumption, consumers of a BBPD service
must evaluate the chance of stockout situations asso-
ciated with each plan j . The expected value of the
stockout plan j , E6soijt7, is

E6soijt7= 41 −�it5 ·

[

�
∑

k=Aijt+1

�k
ite

−�it 4k−Aijt5

k!

]

0 (6)

Using Equation (6), we can show that the expected
stockout increases with the probability of having
nonzero consumption and mean consumption needs,
but decreases with the number of movies available for
consumption.

Because consumers make plan choices at the
monthly level, we need to compute the number of
expected monthly stockouts by aggregating across
all days in the month. More specifically, E6SOijm7 =
∑Tm

t=1 E6soijt7, where Tm is the number of days in a
month. Similarly, the monthly expected consumption
realizations are given by

E6Cijm7=
Tm
∑

t=1

E6cijt70 (7)

3.2.4. Purchase Decision and Utility. Let Dijm rep-
resent consumer i’s plan choice in month m

Dijm =











1 if consumer i chooses plan j in
month m,

0 otherwise0
(8)

We assume that the consumer makes plan choices
based on the benefit from consumption, Cijm, the mon-
etary costs of the subscription price of the chosen

plan, Pijm, and the nonmonetary stockout cost. The
consumer also incurs a switching cost if she switches
to a different plan or defects. We assume that the util-
ity function can be approximated by a multiattribute,
additive compensatory utility model (Lancaster 1966)

Uijm = �0i +�1i Cijm +�2i SOijm +�3i Pijm

+�4i SW ijm + �ijm0 (9)

The first term in (9), �0i, measures the baseline util-
ity of the subscription service (e.g., convenience of
getting movies in the mail). The next two terms are
related to usage. The second term, Cijm, is the realized
consumption for consumer i during month m, condi-
tional on plan choice j . The third term SOijm is the
stockout amount, included to capture the possibility
that the amount of unmet consumption needs affects
consumer plan choice. Both are plan specific, as deter-
mined by the quota of each plan. We also note that
unlike consumer-packaged goods (e.g., ketchup) the
BBPD service quota usually cannot be carried over
to the next period. Consequently, both Cijm and SOijm

are affected only by the quota (plan) chosen for the
current month. The next variable, Pijm, is the price of
the chosen plan. Although the listed price of each
plan, Pj , is identical for all consumers, the actual
paid prices, Pijm, vary across consumers because the
company occasionally offers small price discounts. In
addition, a 6.6% sales tax is charged to those con-
sumers who reside in the same state as the company.
Thus, Pijm, the actual price paid by consumer i for
plan j in month m is

Pijm = Pj − DSCTijm + TAXi × 00066 × Pj1 (10)

where Pj is the listed monthly price for plan j , DSCTijm

is the price discount received by consumer i in
month m for plan j , and TAXi, assumed to be known
with certainty, is a dummy variable that equals 1 if
the consumer pays sales tax, and 0 otherwise. Finally,
we allow for possible switching costs, despite the
fact that the focal company does not impose any ex-
plicit monetary penalty on switching or early ter-
mination. The inclusion of switching costs is based
on two considerations. First, the automatic contin-
uation of payments and the separation of payment
and consumption occasions may lead to the “status-
quo” bias, which is a psychological switching cost that
has been found in previous papers (e.g., Goettler and
Clay 2011), even where there is no explicit monetary
penalty. Second, Zauberman (2003) shows that even a
small switching cost can lead to persistent lock-in for
the current choice. Thus, we include SW ijm to allow
for potential costs required to switch to another plan:
it is a dummy variable that is 0 if consumer i chooses
to stay with her current plan in month m, and 1 if
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she chooses a different plan, or when she drops out.
We leave it to the data to show whether psychological
switching cost is significant.

Regarding the coefficients, �1i measures the unit
benefit of movie consumption; �2i represents con-
sumer sensitivity to stockouts; �3i measures price sen-
sitivity; �4i represents switching cost, incurred if the
consumer switches to a different plan or leaves the
company. Finally, �ijm represents the random errors
related to choosing plan j , observable by the con-
sumer, but not by the researcher.

As discussed above, given the advance purchase,
we need to account for the uncertainty in consumers’
consumption needs. Such uncertainty is inherent be-
cause of many factors, such as the amount of time
available for consumption, all of which cannot be per-
fectly anticipated by the consumer. Thus, following
the literature (e.g., Miravete 2002a, Narayanan et al.
2007, Lambrecht et al. 2007) we let consumers make
plan-choice decisions based on their expected utility
for plan j , given by

E6Uijm7 = �0i +�1iE6Cijm7+�2iE6SOijm7+�3iPijm

+�4iSW ijm + �ijm1

where the expectations are taken over uncertainty
in usage.

The utility of the outside option (j = 0) is speci-
fied as

Ui0m = �1i · NFLXPm +�2i · BBLm + �i0m1 (11)

where NFLXPm is the price of the most popular Net-
flix plan at month m, and BBLm is a dummy vari-
able that is 1 if Blockbuster Online is operating at
month m1 and 0 otherwise.4 Thus, �1i and �2i mea-
sure the extent to which the outside option becomes
more or less attractive in the presence of the two
major competitors. Consumers are assumed to have
no uncertainty regarding the utility of the outside
option at month m; thus, e6Ui0m7= �1i · NFLXPm +�2i ·

BBLm + �i0m.
Given a consumer’s rational expectations on her

future consumption needs, each plan implies a stream
of positive utilities from consumption and a stream
of negative utilities from stockout and payment.
When evaluating her current plan choices, as well as
deciding on whether to switch plans, the consumer

4 Arguably, Netflix and Blockbuster Online are the two major com-
petitors of the focal company during the observation period. Ide-
ally, we would use the sales figures for Blockbuster Online, which
was launched in August 2004. However, for our observation period,
only the total Blockbuster revenue from both online and offline
channels was available at the quarterly level. Although Bloomberg
now records Blockbuster Online revenue, they started doing so only
after the second quarter of 2006.

trades off the benefit of higher consumption and
lower stockout with the higher costs of the subscrip-
tion payment and switching. The decision calculus
of a forward-looking consumer can be conceptual-
ized as the following dynamic programming prob-
lem. At the beginning of time t, consumer i observes
the state variables 4Sim = 6Ngenreim, PastConsumpim,
AccConsumpim, Di1m−175, where the first three terms can
be summarized by the probability of nonzero con-
sumption 1 −� and the mean of consumption needs �.
The consumer then forms expectations on her future
consumption needs. When evaluating each plan, she
takes into account the instantaneous quota that limits
her daily consumption and estimates the amount of
consumption that can be realized, and hence, the asso-
ciated stockout risks. Consumers then form expecta-
tions about the expected utility, E6Uijm7, and choose a
plan that maximizes the discounted value of a stream
of utilities defined by consumption, stockout, pay-
ment, and switching cost.

The consumer intertemporally trades off among the
different utility components so as to maximize long-
term utility. Specifically, she recognizes that the high
switching cost also implies that a purchase decision
now may become a commitment to the same ser-
vice plan in the future. For example, the consumer
can enjoy a higher number of movies consumed and
avoid stockout situations from upgrading her plan;
however, the extra utility comes at a cost: she needs to
incur an additional switching cost (mental costs from
remembering to do so, time spent signing in and mak-
ing the plan change) and a larger payment. She will
not upgrade if the downside dominates the upside.
For example, to avoid the future disutility associated
with stockout and to avoid future switching costs, the
consumer may be willing to stay with a high plan,
even at the cost of a larger financial payment.

Formally, we model the consumer as a forward-
looking decision maker who makes advance plan
choices to maximize her total discounted future ex-
pected utility over an infinite horizon

max
Dijm

{

E

[

�
∑

�=m

��−mUij�

]}

1 (12)

where Uij� is the single-period utility function, and �
is the discounting factor that measures the trade-off
between current and future expected utilities. Because
we do not have the exclusion restriction as in Chung
et al. (2014), we follow the convention (e.g., Erdem
and Keane 1996, Kopalle et al. 2012, Sun 2005) and fix
the monthly discount factor at 0.98.

The Bellman equation of the consumer is given by

Vim4Sim5 = max
Dijm

8Vijm4Sim59

= max
Dijm

{

E6Uijm � Sim7+ �E6Vi1m+14Si1m+157
}

1 (13)
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where Sim denotes the set of state variables, includ-
ing the probability of zero consumption needs 4�5,
the mean consumption needs 4�5, and the consumer’s
previous plan choice, Dij1m−1 4j = 11 0 0 0 1 J 5. The state
transition for � and � are estimated from the data.
The optimal plan choice is given by

D∗

ijm = arg max
Dijm

{ J
∑

j=0

DijmVijm4Sim5

}

0 (14)

3.3. Heterogeneity and Estimation
To control for unobserved heterogeneity, we employ
the latent-class approach (Kamakura and Russell
1989). Suppose there are N distinct latent segments,
and each consumer has a probability q4n5 of belong-
ing to segment n. Then, the vector

ä =
[

�04n51 �14n51 �24n51�04n51 0 0 0 1�54n51

�04n51 0 0 0 1�44n51�14n51�24n51 q4n5
]

represents all parameters to be estimated and the seg-
ment size �4n5 for all n.

Define V ∗
ijm = Vijm − �ijm as the deterministic part of

the value function. The error term �ijm captures the
unobservables affecting plan utilities and is assumed
to be independently and identically extreme-value
distributed. We obtain the probability of consumer i
choosing plan j in month m in the familiar multino-
mial logit formula

Prob4Dijm = 1 �ä5=

N
∑

n=1

�4n5
eV

∗
ijm4n5

∑J
j=0 e

V ∗
ijm4n5

0 (15)

Our calibration sample consists of 800 randomly
selected consumers, and the holdout sample con-
tains an additional 800 consumers. We use simulated
maximum likelihood (Keane 1993, McFadden 1989)
for the estimation. Because some of the state vari-
ables in Equation (13) are continuous, we encounter
the problem of a large state space. We first discretize
the continuous spaces and then adopt the Keane and
Wolpin (1994) interpolation method to calculate the
value functions for a few state-space points, which
we then use to estimate the coefficients of an inter-
polation regression. The interpolation regression func-
tion provides values for the expected maxima at any
other state points for which values are needed in the
backward-recursion solution process.

3.4. Identification

Identification for the Zero-Inflated Poisson Model. The
ZIP model has two parts, characterized by Equa-
tions (1), (2), and (4). We discuss intuitions on how
the parameters in these three equations are identified
separately. Equation (1) implies that on any given day,
there is a positive probability that the consumer has

no need for movies. Equation (2) implies that condi-
tional on having a consumption need, the number of
movies that the consumer would like to watch is char-
acterized by a Poisson distribution. Equation (4) sug-
gests that actual consumption needs may be capped
by the number of movies available. The identification
of parameters in Equation (2) uses observations with
a positive number of available movies. This identi-
fication depends on the variation in the explanatory
variables included (e.g., recent consumption rate and
accumulated consumption). The parameters in Equa-
tion (1) (e.g., �1 and �2) are identified by occasions
where movies were available, but the consumer chose
not to watch any. For example, consider a consumer
with the same number of DVDs available, but on dif-
ferent days of the week. The different frequencies of
excessive zero consumption (i.e., relative to what can
be explained by a standard Poisson model) on week-
days versus weekends help to identify �1.

Identification for the Plan Utility Model. Identification
of �1 and �2 are achieved by variations in expected
consumption and stockout, both of which arise from
the interaction between the quota and time-varying
consumption needs. Identification of the price coeffi-
cient, �3 is based on the variation in effective prices,
which varies both across consumers in the same seg-
ment (differences in the tax amount between in-state
and out-of-state consumers) and within consumers
(discounts). Identification of the switching cost, �4,
is based on the observed switching patterns in plan
choices. In particular, the identification is facilitated
by the consumer’s likelihood of staying with the ser-
vice in months when the realized consumption is
low (i.e., when both consumption needs and stockout
costs are close to zero).

4. Results
4.1. Model Comparison
To see whether incorporating consumption uncertain-
ty, switching costs, stockout risk, and forward-looking
better explains the observed dynamic consumer pur-
chase decisions, we estimate five models. In the first
benchmark model (Model 1), we assume that there is no
uncertainty regarding the expected usage or stockout,
and consumers’ plan-specific utility includes the instan-
taneous quota and price. This is very similar to most
existing models used to study consumer plan choices in
the telecommunications industry (e.g., Danaher 2002).
The second benchmark model (Model 2) introduces
uncertainty by incorporating expected consumption
without the expected stockout cost. By introducing
uncertainty, this model recognizes that consumers
make their advance-purchase decisions with imper-
fect information. This model is similar to Lambrecht
et al. (2007); however, it does not account for the
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Table 4 Model Comparisons

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5

Calibration sample
Log-likelihood −48124105 −47111109 −46151600 −44199508 −44154108
AIC 96154100 94128108 93109401 90105707 89114906
BIC 96182600 94156609 93139808 90138201 89147400
Hit rates (%) 84012 85061 86060 90044 91060

Holdout sample
Log-likelihood −49125401 −48107304 −47159702 −45190904 −45106902
AIC 98156601 96120409 95125604 91188408 90120404
BIC 98185009 96148907 95156009 92120809 90152805
Hit rates (%) 83060 85012 85072 89043 90052

stockout risk, which is conceptually unique to BBPD.
The third benchmark model (Model 3) recognizes
both expected consumption and stockout, but does
not include the switching cost. The fourth bench-
mark model (Model 4) extends Model 3 by includ-
ing switching costs. In Models 1–4, consumers are
assumed to be myopic rather than forward looking,
such that they maximize their current purchase util-
ities without accounting for future switching costs.
The fifth model (Model 5) is our proposed model
with usage uncertainty, stockout, switching costs, and
forward-looking consumers.

As we use the latent-class approach to account
for consumer heterogeneity, we must determine how
many segments best fit the data for each of the five
models. We estimate each of the competing mod-
els with various segments (N = 1, 2, and 3). The
results suggest that Models 1 and 2 with three seg-
ments and Models 3–5 with two segments are the
best fits. For example, the log-likelihood, Akaike
information criterion (AIC) and Bayesian informa-
tion criterion (BIC) of our proposed model are
−44175405, 89,543.1, and 89,710.2, respectively, for one
segment, −44154108, 89,149.6, and 89,474.0 for two
segments, and −44146702, 89,182.6, and 89,614.0 for
three segments.

In Table 4, we report the log-likelihood, AIC, BIC,
and hit rates of the five competing models with the
model-specific optimal numbers of segments. Model 1
has the worst fit (LL = −48124105, AIC = 96154100,
BIC = 96182600). This result is not surprising, given
that the instantaneous quota (IQTj ) is the same across
all consumers and across time. Using it as a static
explanatory variable fails to capture the individual-
level dynamics in consumption needs. Replacing the
instantaneous quota with the individual-specific and
time-varying E6Cijm7 results in a significant improve-
ment in the model fit of the second baseline model
(LL = −47111109, AIC = 94128108, BIC = 94156609).
Model 3 further improves the model fit by includ-
ing the expected stockout E6SOijm7, which confirms the
importance of capturing consumers’ high disutility for
stockout situations. Model 4 incorporates switching

costs, which helps explain the quite persistent patterns
of choices observed in the data. The model fit increases
significantly, confirming the significance of switching
costs in our empirical context. Model 4 assumes that
consumers are myopic and oblivious to future lock-in
by setting the discount factor to 0. Model 5 differs from
Model 4 by allowing the consumer to be forward look-
ing. The improvement of model fit from Models 4 to 5
suggests that a forward-looking model better explains
consumer plan choices than its myopic counterpart.
Finally, the proposed model significantly outperforms
all four benchmark models, with the highest hit rates
for both the calibration sample (91.6%) and the hold-
out sample (90.3%). In addition, we test alternative
discount factors for the dynamic model.5 The results
confirm the robustness of the main model.

To sum, model comparisons show that it is impor-
tant to allow for uncertainty in consumption needs,
stockout, and switching costs, and forward-looking
consumers in modeling consumer purchase deci-
sions under BBPD. The comparisons also suggest
that adding switching costs contributes the most to
improving the data fit, followed by incorporating
expectations of future consumption needs, expected
stockout, and forward-looking consumers. Because
Model 5 is the best-fitting model, our subsequent dis-
cussions focus on it.

4.2. Parameter Estimates
The latent-class estimates indicate that 86.4% of con-
sumers belong to the first segment, and 13.6% belong
to the second segment.6 We start with examining
the parameter estimates and t-statistics for the zero-
inflation equation, shown in the upper part of Table 5.
We find that both segments are much less likely to

5 We tested two models with the discount factors 0.99 and 0.95.
Both models fit less well, compared to the model with the assumed
discount factor of 0.98: (LL�=0099 = −44156602, BIC�−0099 = 89152208;
LL�=0095 = −44165403, BIC�=0095 = 89169900).
6 We follow Kamakura and Russell (1989) and assign consumers
into each of the two segments, using 0.5 as the cutoff probability
(e.g., Bucklin and Gupta 1992).
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Table 5 Estimation Results of the Proposed Model

Estimates and t-values

Convenience segment Value-seeking segment

Parameters Coefficient t-value Coefficient t-value

Consumption needs—zero-inflation model
Constant �0i −00496∗∗ −9088 −00876∗∗ −9074
Weekend �1i −00394∗∗ 17007 −00218∗∗ −9040
Number of genres �2i −00017∗∗ −4000 −00031∗∗ −2046

Consumption needs—Poisson model
Constant �0i −10096∗∗ −50078 −10128∗∗ 32045
Weekend �1i 00453∗∗ 21027 00246∗∗ 15044
Lag consumption week 1 �2i −00335∗∗ −29089 00095∗∗ 6012
Lag consumption week 2 �3i 00152∗∗ 15091 00208∗∗ 15029
Lag consumption week 3 �4i 00188∗∗ 19027 00179∗∗ 12082
Accumulated consumption �5i −000016∗∗ −33066 00001∗∗ 5050

Plan-utility equation
Constant �0i 20225∗ 2084 1053∗∗ 3025
Expected consumption �1i 00461∗∗ 4035 00672∗∗ 5014
Stockout amount �2i −20421∗∗ −37010 −10813∗∗ −15093
Price �3i −00293∗∗ −34008 −00354∗∗ −51016
Switching cost �4i −70360∗∗ −9080 −30248∗∗ −5097
Netflix price �1i −0002∗∗ −3028 0003 1006
Blockbuster dummy �2i 0014 0077 0010 0062
Estimated segment size (%) 86.4 13.6

∗p < 0005; ∗∗p < 0001.

have zero consumption needs on weekends. Notably,
the weekend effect is much higher for the first segment
(�1 = −0039 versus −0022). As expected, consumers
who watch more movie genres are less likely to have
zero consumption needs (�2 = −00017 and −00031).
For the Poisson model (middle part of Table 5),
the weekend effects are positive for both segments
(�1 = 0045 and 0.25). Combined with previous esti-
mates of the weekend variable in the zero-inflation
equation, consumers in the first segment are more
likely to cluster their consumption at convenient
times—i.e., weekends—whereas consumers in the sec-
ond segment are more flexible in planning their con-
sumption over weekdays. Based on this finding and
for the ease of exposition, we refer to the first segment
as convenience and the second segment as value seek-
ing. The coefficients of average realized consumption
in the past weeks are positive and significant for the
second segment, indicating strong inertia in consump-
tion needs. Interestingly, the effect of accumulated
consumption is different for the two segments. For
the convenience segment, accumulated consumption
has a small, yet significantly negative effect on con-
sumption needs (�5 = −00002). A possible explanation
for this “fatigue” effect is that cumulative consump-
tion may exhaust the consumer choice set, and hence
reduces the need for future consumption. By contrast,
there is a significant positive, “reinforcing” effect of
accumulated consumption for the value-seeking seg-
ment (�5 = 00001). A likely explanation is that value-

seeking customers are more variety seeking for dif-
ferent movie genres. A further check confirmed that,
consistent with this explanation, the value-seeking
segment watched an average of 6.0 genres throughout
their tenure, significantly more than the 4.1 viewed by
the convenience segment.

We next turn to the parameter estimates in the
expected plan-utility equation, shown in the lower part
of Table 5. First, the Blockbuster dummy 4BBLm5 does
not have a significant effect on outside utility; and the
price of Netflix has a small and marginally significant
effect for the convenience segment (�1 = −0002, t =

−3028). A possible explanation is that by operating in
the niche market of content-edited movies, the focal
company was able to avoid direct competition with
Blockbuster, but less so with Netflix. As we expected,
the consumption-benefit coefficients are positive and
significant for both segments (�1 = 00461 and 0.672).
Stockout coefficients are significant and negative for
both segments, which means that consumers are sen-
sitive to the negative utility caused by consumption
needs capped by the instantaneous quota. We empha-
size that caution should be exercised in interpreting
the stockout coefficient, given that we assume rational
expectations for consumption needs. Such a coefficient
may be biased if consumers have dynamic inconsis-
tency in their consumption needs (e.g., Laibson 1997,
Milkman et al. 2009, Read et al. 1999) and cannot fore-
see such inconsistency. For example, at the time of
purchase, if a myopic consumer overestimates (under-
estimates) the expected stockout (compared with the
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actual stockout), the stockout coefficient will be biased
downward (upward).

Switching costs are negative and statistically sig-
nificant for both segments (�4 = −7036, t = −9080;
�4 = −3025, t = −5097). These switching costs are also
economically significant: the monetized switching cost
is about $25 for consumers in the first segment and
$10 for those in the second segment. Such a mag-
nitude of the switching cost is interesting, consider-
ing that the focal company does not charge any fee
for plan changes or service termination. However, the
auto-payment mechanism of the company may have
induced substantial psychological and transactional
costs favoring the company. The relatively higher
switching cost for the convenience segment is likely
due to their higher opportunity cost of time, which
is consistent with the fact that their movie consump-
tion is more likely to occur on weekends rather than
weekdays.

Further comparisons of the two segments’ coeffi-
cients reveal more interesting differences. Compared
with the value-seeking segment, consumers in the con-
venience segment have a higher intrinsic preference
for the online DVD rental service (2.23 versus 1.53),
are more averse to stockout (−2042 versus −1081), and
are less price sensitive (−0029 versus −0035).

4.3. Drivers and Consequences of Overpurchase
In this section, we focus on the drivers of overpur-
chase, which is a unique phenomenon under BBPD.
We first show how overpurchase is related to stock-
out and switching costs (§§4.3.1 and 4.3.2). We then
present evidence on an inverse relationship between
overpurchase and customer retention (§4.3.3). This
last finding suggests a trade-off between overpurchase
and retention, such that a large overpurchase may
not be beneficial for the company; it also provides
a motivation for counterfactual exercises, where the
company may use alternative pricing decisions. In
a separate exercise not included in the manuscript,
but available on request, we also find that the com-
pany can fine-tune its pricing strategy to achieve better
profitability.

4.3.1. Drivers of Overpurchase. Stockout is a sa-
lient feature of BBPD that arises because of the con-
straint of the instantaneous quota. The magnitude
of the stockout cost estimates suggests that con-
sumers have a strong incentive to overpurchase as
a way of avoiding the disutility of stockout. Unlike
consumer-packaged goods (e.g., Ailawadi and Neslin
1998, Erdem et al. 2003, Sun et al. 2003), the con-
sumer cannot stockpile. Consequently, the consumer
cannot decrease stockout risk unless she purchases
higher plans. Switching costs may also increase the
overpurchase, because high switching costs may pre-
vent the consumer’s timely plan-choice adjustments

Figure 3 (Color online) Overpurchase, Stockout, and Switching
Costs

in the presence of dynamic consumption needs. In
this simulation, we compute the overpurchase rate as
the percentage of the unused purchased quota, aver-
aged across consumers and months, where the over-
purchase for a representative consumer-month 4i1m5
is
∑Tm

t=14Aijt −Cijt5/
∑Tm

t=1 Aijt.
Figure 3 plots the average overpurchase rate against

the different magnitudes of the stockout and switch-
ing costs. On the horizontal axis, each type of cost
is varied from 50% to 150% of its respective param-
eter estimates, based on real data. We find that, con-
sistent with the intuition discussed above, the over-
purchase increases with both stockout and switching
costs. More specifically, increasing the stockout cost
by 25% leads to a 6% increase in the overpurchase and
a 25% increase in the switching cost increases the over-
purchase by 4%. At the current parameter estimates,
the change in the overpurchase is more sensitive to the
change in the stockout costs. This indicates that the
main reason behind consumers’ sacrifice in paying for
a high-quota plan is to ensure an adequate stream of
consumption utilities.

4.3.2. Dynamics in Overpurchase. We next exam-
ine how the dynamics in overpurchase is related to
switching costs. Intuitively, consumers with higher
switching costs are more likely to experience persis-
tent overpurchases, especially after the consumers’
consumption needs have declined. This intuition is
confirmed in Figures 4(a) and 4(b), which show the
distributions of overpurchase for the convenience seg-
ment (high switching costs) and value-seeking seg-
ments (low switching costs) at two different points
in time: the initial month and after the 20th month.
Whereas the amount of overpurchase of the two seg-
ments does not differ much in the initial month, the
overpurchase is significantly higher after the 20th
month for the convenience segment, indicating that
consumers with high switching costs are more sus-
ceptible to lock-in situations. Overall, the convenience
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Figure 4(a) (Color online) Overpurchase (by Segment) in the First
Month
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Figure 4(b) (Color online) Overpurchase (by Segment) After the
20th Month
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segment incurred a larger overpurchase during its
entire lifetime than the value-seeking segment (74.1%
versus 65.9%).

Figure 5(a) presents a more complete picture of
the overpurchase dynamics by segment. The signifi-
cant downward trend of overpurchase for the value-

Figure 5(a) (Color online) Dynamics in Overpurchase (by Segment)
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seeking segment can be attributed to the interplay
between the “reinforcing” effect of accumulated con-
sumption on consumption needs (�5 = 00001) and the
relatively lower switching cost (�4 = −3025), which
allows consumers in the value-seeking segment to
adjust their plan choices and align their purchased
consumption capacity with their evolving consump-
tion needs. By contrast, the overpurchase of the con-
venience segment exhibits a significant and increas-
ing trend over time. This is due to both the “fatigue”
effect of accumulated consumption on consumption
needs (�5 = −00002) and the fact that consumers in
the convenience segment do not adjust plan purchases
frequently enough because of their higher switching
costs (�4 = −7036).

Interestingly, during the early stage of their tenure,
the convenience segment overpurchases less than the
value-seeking segment (67.1% versus 71.2%). Such
patterns seem puzzling at first, but can be rationalized
by forward-looking consumers. On one hand, lock-in
arises because of the consumers’ significant switching
costs and their tendency to delay switching (switch-
ing costs incurred in the distant future are discounted
more than switching costs in the immediate future).
On the other hand, by anticipating a higher probabil-
ity of lock-in for the future, it is optimal for consumers
with higher switching costs to choose a conservative
(or lower) plan at the beginning of their subscription
to avoid too much overpurchase from future lock-
in. By contrast, consumers with lower switching costs
are less susceptible to future lock-in; as a result, they
are likely to start with a higher plan and are able
to avoid excess overpurchase by adjusting their plan
choices later.

4.3.3. Overpurchase and Attrition. Although a
larger overpurchase implies a higher per-period profit
for the firm, the overall profitability also depends
on consumer retention. Focusing now on consumers’

Figure 5(b) (Color online) Dynamics in Retention Rate (by
Segment)
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dropout decisions, we found that convenience seg-
ment switchers are more likely to leave the company
early. As Figure 5(b) shows, the retention probability
of the convenience segment is significantly lower than
that of the value-seeking segment over time. An intu-
itive explanation is that the convenience segment val-
ues consumption less, and their consumption is more
easily satiated. Given the increasing mismatch of the
value and cost of payment, and the unwillingness to
incur additional switching costs to change to lower-
level plans, consumers in the convenience segment are
more likely to end the lock-in by directly dropping
out. By contrast, the higher retention rate of the value-
seeking segment can be attributed to both higher con-
sumption inertia and their ability to switch down.

In summary, the above analyses show that con-
sumers with high switching costs are much less likely
to adjust plan decisions over time to reduce overpay-
ment. Furthermore, consumers with higher switching
costs are also less likely to start with high-quota plans
and are more likely to drop out sooner.

4.4. Understanding the Roles of the
Instantaneous Quota

The two unique features of BBPD are the instanta-
neous quota and the stockout risk it induces. Two
interesting questions to consider are the following:
First, should the company stay with an instantaneous
quota or use a monthly quota? Second, if the company
allows the consumer to pay a marginal fee to cover
the stockout risk, would the extra gain in marginal
fees be enough to compensate for the (expected) loss
in fixed fees? To explore these two questions, we
use Monte Carlo simulations to compare the expected
profits in three cases. Case 1 is the “standard” BBPD
with the instantaneous quota. Case 2 is BBPD with the
monthly quota, the standard practice of other nonlin-
ear price formats, such as 3PT. Case 3 approximates
3PT in two ways: a monthly quota and the option for
the consumer to pay a marginal fee for consumption in
excess of the monthly quota.7 Case 3 is different from

7 We emphasize that Case 3 is an approximation of 3PT, with the
assumption that the consumer is only concerned about maximizing
consumption utility, subject to the budget constraint (Lambrecht
et al. 2007). Ascarza et al. (2012) found evidence that consumers
also value the “free” units of 3PT, above and beyond its effect on
the budget constraint. To ensure comparability of the three sce-
narios, we make the following assumptions: First, the consumer’s
latent consumption needs are the same in all scenarios. Second, we
assume that the structural parameters in the utility function, such
as the utility from consumption (�1i), the price sensitivity (�2i),
and the switching cost (�3i) are identical for both price formats.
Third, all three scenarios have the same operational characteristics.
Specifically, the consumer must wait for the same mailing time to
receive the new rental products. Consequently, the marginal price
for the approximate 3PT is charged for movies that arrive in the
mail, not for immediate viewing.

the first two cases, in that the stockout risk of the con-
sumer is eliminated. The simulations are based on the
800 consumers in the estimation sample. Next, we dis-
cuss the operationalization of the simulation exercises
and the results.

Case 2. Monthly quota with stockout risk. We now ex-
plore whether the company would benefit from re-
placing the instantaneous quota with an equivalent
monthly quota. Intuitively, a monthly quota would
increase the consumer’s flexibility in fulfilling her con-
sumption needs because she can pick and choose when
to consume to maximize her consumption needs and
to reduce the stockout risk. As the simple examples
in Figures A.1 and A.2 of the appendix illustrate
the instantaneous quota “penalizes” peak consump-
tion needs, so that for the same monthly consump-
tion needs, consumers with high peak consumption
needs are more likely to incur stockout. Thus, based
on the estimated consumption needs, we let the con-
sumer solve a new constrained optimization prob-
lem, with the equivalent monthly quota as the new
binding constraint. Assuming that consumers take one
day to watch a movie, the equivalent monthly quota
of plan j , MQj , is approximated as follows: MQj =

IQTj × 4Number of business days in a month/41 + T 55,
where T is the number of days required for two-way
shipping.

With the monthly quota, the utility function is spec-
ified as

E6Uijm7 = �0i +�1iE6Cijm � MQj 7+�2i ·E6SOijm � MQj 7

+�3iPijm +�4iSW ijm + �ijm0 (16)

Equation (16) differs from Equation (9) in that
a daily level quota is replaced with an equivalent
monthly quota 4MQj5. This change gives the consumer
higher flexibility in consumption, manifested in plan-
specific realized consumption E6Cijm � MQj 7 and con-
sumption over the quota E6SOijm � MQj 7, accounting
for the change to the monthly quota. Figure A.3 of the
appendix provides a simple illustration. Note that (16)
is still BBPD, because it does not allow the consumer
to cover the stockout with a fee.

Revenue, Cost, and Profit for Cases 1 and 2. These mar-
keting outcomes for Cases 1 and 2 are computed in the
same way. For each of these consumers, we iteratively
simulate purchase decisions made at the beginning
of every month. More specifically, at the beginning
of each month, we compute the daily level expected
consumption and stockout for the consumer and then
aggregate to the monthly level. Using these quanti-
ties, as well as the parameter estimates, we compute
the expected utilities for each of the available plans.
We then apply the multilogit formula to compute the
probability of choosing each of the available plans,
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as well as the outside option. These choice probabili-
ties allow us to simulate the plan choice (or leave the
service). After a plan choice is drawn, we simulate
the daily level consumption, subject to the quota con-
straints of the simulated plan choice, until we come
to the next payment period. We continue this proce-
dure until the outside option (i.e., dropping out) is
drawn, at which point the consumer’s tenure, total
revenue, cost, and profit are recorded; then, we move
on to the next consumer. For each consumer, tenure is
counted as the total number of months she chooses to
stay with the company. Total revenue is determined
by the consumer’s simulated sequence of plans and
payments: it is completely driven by the demand for
the quota, and is not related to the actual consump-
tion. The total cost is computed based on the realized
consumption, conditional on realized consumers’ con-
sumption needs and the chosen plan’s quota. Total
profit is simply the difference between the total rev-
enue and total cost. These quantities are summarized
below

Rev =

I
∑

i=1

Mi
∑

m=1

�m
J
∑

j=1

DijmPj1

Cost =

I
∑

i=1

Mi
∑

m=1

�m
J
∑

j=1

DijmE6Cijm7 ·mc1

Profit = Rev − Cost1

where mc is the marginal cost for each DVD con-
sumed, approximated by the two-way postage fee of
$0.90 and an estimated handling fee of $1.10 per DVD.
In these equations, � is the discount factor that the
company uses to discount profits accruing from future
sales and is set to be the same as in the consumer
model.

Case 30 Monthly quota with marginal fee. In this case,
the company uses both the monthly quota, as well
as a marginal fee, for consumption over the quota.
With both changes, the price format closely resembles
a three-part tariff. A representative service plan j con-
sists of the same fixed fee (Pj ), and monthly quota
(MQj ) as in Case 2, and a marginal fee (r). The
marginal fee r is set at $2.99, the same as the rental
price Blockbuster charged for newly released movies.

Consumer i’s expected monthly utility for plan j is

E6Uijm7 = �0i +�1iE6Cijm � MQj 7+�3iPijm

+�3i · rE6SOijm � MQj 7+�4iSW ijm + �ijm0 (17)

Apparently, the key difference between (16) and (17)
is that the disutility of stockout (�2i ·E6SOijm � MQj 7) is
replaced with the marginal fee (�3i · r · E6SOijm �MQj 75.
For Case 3, the computations of the company’s total
revenue and cost are also different. In particular, the
total revenue for 3PT consists of both the fixed fee

and the marginal revenue collected from the avoided
stockout (the difference between the realized con-
sumption and the quota of the chosen plan). The addi-
tional consumption is also added to the company’s
operating cost. The revenue, costs, and profits are

Rev =

I
∑

i=1

Mi
∑

m=1

�m
J
∑

j=1

Dijm6Pj +E6SOijm7 · pr 71

Cost =

I
∑

i=1

Mi
∑

m=1

�m
J
∑

j=1

Dijm6E6Cijm7+E6SOijm77 ·mc1

Profit = Rev − Cost0

We compare the marketing outcomes of Cases 1–3
in three ways: tenure (the total number of months con-
sumers stay with the company), total costs, and total
revenue. Table 6(a) shows the comparison between
Cases 1 and 2. First, if the company uses a monthly
quota, the simulated tenure increases by 9.0%: con-
sumers are also likely to stay with the company longer
because of increased flexibility. Second, a monthly
quota allows consumers to significantly increase their
consumption rates, which translates to an 11.2%
increase in the company’s operating costs. This is
expected because consumers’ consumption is less con-
strained by the monthly quota. Third, the total rev-
enue also decreases by 1.3%. This is because with the
monthly quota, consumers with large peak consump-
tion are less constrained by the instantaneous quota,
and thus have less incentive to purchase higher plans.
Overall, a switch to the monthly quota would reduce
the total profit by 3.2%.

Table 6(b) compares Cases 1 and 3. With Case 3, the
simulated average tenure increases modestly by 5.0%,
and the average costs increase by 9.0%. The addi-
tional revenue collected from the marginal fee in
Case 3 ($25.4 per consumer) is equivalent to 5.3%

Table 6(a) Comparison Between Case 1 and Case 2

Percentage
Case 1 Case 2 difference

Tenure (months) 709 806 900
Cost ($) 6507 7301 1102
Revenue ($) 47506 46908 −103
Total profit ($) 40908 39607 −302

Table 6(b) Comparison Between Case 1 and Case 3

Percentage
Case 1 Case 3 difference

Tenure (months) 709 803 500
Cost ($) 6507 7106 900
Revenue from fixed part ($) 47506 43204 −901
Revenue from marginal part ($) NA 2504 NA
Total profit ($) 40908 38603 −507
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of the total revenue (which consists purely of sub-
scription fees) in Case 1. Third, the fixed fee that
the company expects to collect from the fixed sub-
scription fee is 9.1% less compared with BBPD. Over-
all, the net profit decreases by 5.7% if the company
uses a monthly quota and gives the consumer the
option of paying the marginal fee. The intuition is that
by allowing consumers to go over the quota at the
cost of a marginal fee, Case 3 also effectively elimi-
nates consumers’ stockout risks, further reducing their
incentive to purchase high-level plans, and the com-
pany’s ability to extract revenue from the consumer
diminishes significantly. Indeed, given the high disu-
tility from stockout (∼$8), BBPD induces customers to
pay higher fixed subscription fees and incur a high
overpurchase.8 Finally, we should note that although
Case 3 is conceptually similar to a three-part tariff, we
should not interpret the results as conclusive evidence
on the aggregate optimality of BBPD over 3PT for
several reasons. First, the subscription and marginal
prices we assumed for Case 3 are not necessarily opti-
mal for 3PT. Second, since it is impractical to estimate
the marginal price coefficient, we made the strong
assumption that it is the same as that for the fixed
part. In practice, these are not necessarily the same
(e.g., Ascarza et al. 2012). Third, we assumed exoge-
nous consumption, characterized by a Poisson model.
This modeling choice, however, does not fully cap-
ture the bunching of consumption around the quota,
an interesting phenomenon that is expected to arise
for 3PT (e.g., Lambrecht et al. 2007). Fourth, this coun-
terfactual is based on the focal company’s idiosyn-
cratic plan-switching policy.

4.5. Alternative Ways to Improve the
Design of BBPD

Having identified how the instantaneous quota of
BBPD can help the company, we now investigate ways
by which the company can fine-tune other aspects
of its current BBPD design. The three counterfactu-
als we consider are informed by observed industry
practices. First, the focal company may allow the con-
sumer to switch more often than its current policy
(once per month). The second counterfactual is moti-
vated by Netflix’s now well-known “throttling” prac-
tice of intentionally delaying the turnaround time for
heavy (and less profitable) users. Because this tac-
tic specifically targets heavy users, we assume that
it is applied to the company’s 10% heaviest users
(based on the average monthly consumption rates).

8 Note that the preceding counterfactual analyses are based on
the focal company’s (once-every-month) switching policy, and the
results should be interpreted with this assumption in mind. To
extend our modeling framework to another firm, the consumer’s
purchase decisions must be modeled at a different time frame con-
sistent with the company’s switching policy.

The third counterfactual is motivated by the fact that
all BBPD services we know of are continuous sub-
scription service: the customer lifetime value depends
not only on per-period profit but also on retention.
As demonstrated previously, overpurchase can be a
double-edged sword. A high overpurchase increases
the company’s short-term profit (consumers overpay
for the service and the cost of serving them is low);
however, persistent overpurchases can also reduce
the consumer retention rate. Thus, it is important for
the focal company to optimally balance overpurchase,
costs, and retention to optimize long-term profitability.
Because overpurchase is readily observable, the com-
pany could actively monitor and manage it. A direct
way to mitigate the downside of overpurchase is to
give targeted price discounts to consumers who are
observed as having excessive levels of overpurchase.
The idea is based on the rationale that consumers
who overpurchase more (because of the increasing gap
between their reduced consumption needs and the
quota) have higher risks of defection. Note that all of
these counterfactuals can be readily implemented by
the company.

For each counterfactual, we compare the simulated
overpurchase, average tenure, and profit, summariz-
ing the results in Table 7. We refrain from conduct-
ing segment-specific counterfactuals because it is less
practical for the company to implement segment-
specific marketing actions. By combining the simu-
lated purchase and consumption and summing them
over all of the months, the simulated customer i’s life-
time overpurchases can be written as

Mi
∑

m=1

Dijm

Tm
∑

t=1

4Aijt −E6cijt75

/ Mi
∑

m=1

Dijm

Tm
∑

t=1

Aijt0 (18)

Alternative Plan-Switching Policy. One of the insights
from our model is that persistent overpurchase can
be explained by the substantial switching costs iden-
tified from the data. Although such switching costs
are attributed to consumers’ psychological inertia, and
not an explicit penalty imposed by the company, it
is interesting to investigate a hypothetical situation
where the company allows its subscribers to switch
more frequently. We conducted a counterfactual exer-
cise where the company adopts the switching policy of
Netflix, the largest online movie rental company. As of
February 2015, Netflix allows consumers to upgrade
their plan choice on any day, but only allows them to
downgrade at the beginning of the next billing cycle.
Row (A) of Table 7 shows the results of this simulation.
We find that a hypothetical change to Netflix’s plan-
switching policy decreases the average overpurchase
by 7.4%. Such a reduction is expected, as consumers
would have greater flexibility in adjusting their plan
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Table 7 Overpurchase Tenure and Profit Under Alternative Marketing Strategies

All consumers (%)

Percent change Percent change Percent change in
in overpurchase in tenure profit per customer

A: Uses Netflix’s most recent switching policy −704 401 −209
B1: Throttling (reducing available DVDs by 10%) 607 −500 809

for the heaviest 10% of users
B2: Throttling (reducing available DVDs by 20%) 1403 −1202 1204

for the heaviest 10% of users
C: Giving price discounts to consumers who 503 709 303

exhibit excessive overpurchase

choices, and would consequently reduce their over-
purchase amount. The overall profit is 2.9% less than
the current switching policy.

Figures 6(a) and 6(b) further compare the simulated
dynamics of overpurchase with the current and Net-
flix switching policies. The dynamic paths of over-
purchase for both consumer segments remain quali-
tatively the same. The hypothetical switching policy

Figure 6(a) (Color online) Overpurchase Dynamics, Convenience
Segment

_

Figure 6(b) (Color online) Overpurchase Dynamics, Value-Seeking
Segment

_

results in a substantial decrease in overpurchase, espe-
cially for the value-seeking segment. Nevertheless,
Netflix’s switching policy does not completely elim-
inate overpurchase, which remains positive and sig-
nificant. Intuitively, the restriction on the downgrade
and the high switching costs continue to prevent
consumers from adjusting their purchases quickly
enough so that the need for overpurchase remains
for consumers. Together, these results suggest that
Netflix’s somewhat restrictive plan-switching policy
and high switching costs contribute to the observed
overpurchase.

Throttling. Netflix’s decision to deliberately increase
the turnaround time for the heaviest users to reduce
the operational costs of serving them has become a
well-known anecdote. It is interesting to understand
to what extent such a practice will affect the com-
pany’s profits. In this counterfactual, we first iden-
tify the heaviest 10% of users, based on the average
monthly consumption rates. We then approximate the
practice of throttling by reducing the available movies,
by either 10% or 20%. The other 90% of consumers are
not affected. Rows B1–B2 of Table 7 show the results.
The per-customer total costs for the company dropped
5.0% and 12.2%, respectively, following a reduction of
available movies by 10% and 20% for the heaviest 10%
of users. The cost savings turn out to be greater than
the reduced revenues and eventually result in a per
(affected) customer profit increase of 8.9% and 12.4%
for the two levels of reduction. These results suggest
that the practice of throttling may increase the net
profit for the heaviest users. However, an important
caveat is that such a practice has likely led to unin-
tended sequences (e.g., negative publicity and a class-
action lawsuit in the case of Netflix).

Targeted Price Discount. Row (C) of Table 7 shows
the simulation of giving price discounts to consumers
with excessive and persistent overpurchases. More
specifically, a 50% price discount is given to consumers
whose overpurchase has exceeded 80% for at least
two months. The rationale is that although these con-
sumers generate high profits in the short run, these
customers are at a high risk of leaving the company
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permanently (recall that in the data, no consumer
reinitiated the service). The company would rather
keep these customers at a lower profit margin than
lose them forever. We assume that the price discount
will not affect their consumption decisions. Results
show that the price discount is very effective, increas-
ing tenure by 7.9%. As a result, the overpurchase is
increased by 5.3%, and the total profit increases 3.3%
for an average targeted consumer.

To summarize, the additional counterfactual exer-
cises demonstrate various ways of improving the
design of BBPD. The consistent theme across these
exercises is that the company benefits by achieving a
better trade-off between overpurchase and the quota.

5. Conclusions, Managerial
Implications, and Future Research

Despite the economic significance of BBPD and its
unique design, no previous research has systemati-
cally studied consumers’ decision calculus in this con-
text. We contribute to the literature by building an
empirical model of dynamic purchase decisions under
BBPD. Our model encapsulates several joint drivers of
consumers’ dynamic purchase decisions for continu-
ous subscription services: uncertainty in consumption
needs, switching costs, and consumer forward look-
ing. Importantly, our model incorporates the instanta-
neous quota, an essential and unique feature of BBPD.
We show how stockout risk induced by the instan-
taneous quota rationalizes persistent overpurchase, a
seemingly irrational behavior observed under BBPD.

Broadly speaking, our research contributes to the
nonlinear pricing literature, especially research in 3PT
(e.g., Lambrecht et al. 2007). Whereas 3PT allows con-
sumers to balance between upfront fixed subscription
fees and marginal fees, BBPD introduces a new trade-
off for consumers, i.e., between stockout costs and
fixed fee payments by eliminating marginal fees. We
show that the company also faces a new trade-off:
between overpurchase (which drives short-term prof-
itability) and customer retention (which drives long-
term profitability). We conduct counterfactual anal-
yses to generate some initial insights into how the
company may benefit from the instantaneous quota
and the ensuing stockout risk.

Our research generates several important manage-
rial implications. First, we help managers gain deep
insights into consumers’ dynamic choices among com-
peting BBPD plans. We propose two key measures for
services that use BBPD—overpurchase and retention—
both of which can be readily observed by the company.
The company should be aware that both are driven by
consumption uncertainty, stockout costs, and switch-
ing costs, and it should recognize overpurchase as a
double-edged sword. Second, we show various ways

in which the company can leverage insights from con-
sumers’ decision making to improve BBPD design. In
addition to the counterfactual analyses in the paper,
there are more fundamental ways by which the com-
pany can influence consumers’ purchase decisions. For
example, the company can either strategically increase
consumers’ switching costs (e.g., by charging explicit
fees for plan switching), or decrease such costs (e.g.,
by sending reminder emails to consumers, or by mak-
ing the switching process more friendly) when it is
more profitable to do so. Apparently, the substan-
tial heterogeneity among consumers forms a meaning-
ful basis for targeted marketing actions. The common
rationale behind the many possibilities available to
the company (e.g., instantaneous versus monthly quo-
tas, alternative prices) is that the company should bal-
ance overpurchase and retention (and manage the less-
obvious downside of overpurchase) so as to increase
overall profitability. Third, our research also sheds
new insights into the differences between BBPD and
3PT, which is useful for companies that have already
adopted either one of these two popular price formats,
but may consider the other alternative.

Our research is subject to several limitations, which
provide promising avenues for further research. First,
we treated the consumers’ consumption needs as
exogenous. Future research can consider consumers’
endogenous consumption and purchase decisions in
an integrated framework, to better understand con-
sumption decisions in BBPD, and offer insights into
possible bunching around quota as in a three-part
tariff. Second, our findings are based on a specific com-
pany. It is worthwhile for future research to extend our
framework to other service categories with different
magnitudes of stockout and switching costs to exam-
ine the generalizability of these results. We also did not
fully capture competitive effects, and our measures
of competitive effects (Netflix price and Blockbuster
presence) are arguably imperfect. Although we believe
these are unlikely to be of serious concern for our focal
company (which focuses on the niche market of fam-
ily oriented movies and is not in direct competition
with Netflix or Blockbuster), future research can more
fully model competition facing the company. Third,
we focus on modeling consumers’ dynamic purchase
decisions in a time-consistent framework. However,
a limitation of our model is that we treat consump-
tion needs as exogenous. For example, an alterna-
tive behavioral explanation of overpurchase is that
at the time of purchase, the consumer simply does
not account for the future fall in consumption needs.9

9 The findings from the behavioral literature on movie consump-
tion (e.g., Milkman et al. 2009, Read et al. 1999) suggest the pos-
sibility of dynamic-inconsistency in consumption preferences. If
consumers are forward looking in the sense of correctly forming
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Thus, caution is advised in interpreting the stockout
coefficient.

We provide three suggestions for future attempts
to apply our modeling framework to other BBPD
services: (1) be sensitive to the possible presence of
dynamic inconsistency and be aware that time incon-
sistency may be stronger for certain “vice” prod-
ucts (e.g., video games) than for other products (e.g.,
books); (2) try to collect additional data (e.g., sur-
vey data used in DellaVigna and Malmendier 2006) to
measure the extent to which the consumer’s expecta-
tion of usage is consistent with her actual behavior,
or try to collect measures that meaningfully correlate
with the degree of dynamic inconsistency (e.g., pref-
erence for “high-brow” versus “low-brow” movies,
examined in Milkman et al. (2009) and Read et al.
1999); and (3) check other possible behavioral explana-
tions of overpurchase, such as social comparison and
bunching of consumption below the quota. Fourth,
the rental service can be viewed conceptually as a
durable good with a long selling horizon. A monop-
olistic firm that cannot commit to a specific price
faces the dynamic inconsistency problem, which in
general reduces firm’s profitability (e.g., Coase 1972,
DeGraba 1994). We do not explicitly consider a firm’s
dynamic inconsistency problem, based on the consid-
eration that our focal firm did not implement any
price changes during the observation period. Future
research should investigate consumers’ responses to
the possible changes in the firm’s decisions over its
marketing mix (e.g., prices) and formulate the firm’s
decision as a solution to a dynamic (as opposed to a
static, “one-shot”) optimization problem, and explore
conditions where the firm can ameliorate the dynamic
inconsistency problem. Fifth, to facilitate model iden-
tification, we follow the previous literature and fix the
discount factor, which is likely to be a strong assump-
tion (e.g., Frederick et al. 2002). Given the recent
advances in estimating the discount factors (e.g., Dubé
et al. 2010), future research can use additional infor-
mation (e.g., consumer surveys) for more accurate esti-
mates of the discount factor. Sixth, because of the lack
of demographic information, we used a latent-class
approach to capture consumer heterogeneity. Future
research with access to more information can apply

their expectations for future consumption needs, and they make
purchase decisions accordingly, the parameter estimates in the pur-
chase utility model will not be biased. However, if consumers are
myopic in the sense of failing to anticipate the change in consump-
tion preference between the purchase and consumption occasions,
then dynamic inconsistency in conjunction with myopic consumers
can potentially bias the magnitude of overpurchase and the esti-
mated stockout coefficient along the same direction. Based on the
findings of Milkman et al. (2009), we conduct a simple test (details
available on request) for dynamic inconsistency, and we do not
find strong evidence that consumers’ overpurchase is systemati-
cally related to their movie preference.

the Bayesian estimation methods proposed by Imai
et al. (2009). Finally, because of data restrictions, our
counterfactuals focus on existing customers and do
not consider the potential effects of various market-
ing strategies on customer acquisition. Future research
can examine both retention and acquisition for BBPD
services.
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Appendix

Instantaneous Quota 4IQT5 and Available Inventory 4A5
Recall that the instantaneous quota (IQT) is the sum of Aijt—
the number of DVDs in the hands of the consumer immedi-
ately available for consumption—and Tijt is the number of
DVDs in the mailing process not immediately available for
consumption

IQTj =Aijt + Tijt1
Aijt1Tijt ≥ 00

(19)

Figure A.1 uses a simple example to illustrate the rela-
tionship between the IQT and the available quota (A) for
a hypothetical consumer “Alice” over a month for a BBPD
plan with IQT = 2. The turnaround time T for Alice is
six days. In this example, Alice has consumption needs
of two DVDs on day 14, two DVDs on day 21, and two
DVDs on day 28, and her consumption needs for all other
days are zero. First, the instantaneous quota, represented
by the blue series, stays constant throughout the month,
whereas A, represented by the red series, varies across the
month. Observe that on any given day, A is either equal
to or smaller than IQT. Second, after Alice’s consumption
needs are realized, the available inventory for her is zero
for the next six days (the time required for shipping the
old movies, and for shipping the new movies), and then is
fully restored to two on day 7 (i.e., the new movies come

Figure A.1 (Color online) Dynamics of Consumption, Available
Quota for a Hypothetical Consumer, “Alice”
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Figure A.2 (Color online) Dynamics of Consumption, Available
Quota for a Hypothetical Consumer, “Samuel”
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back in the mail). Given her consumption needs, Alice is
able to avoid stockout completely by choosing the plan with
IQT = 2.

To illustrate how BBPD penalizes consumers based on
peak consumption, consider a second hypothetical con-
sumer, “Samuel,” who has consumption needs of three
DVDs on day 14, two DVDs on day 21, and one DVD on
day 28, and zero consumption needs for all other days.
Thus, the total monthly consumption need for Samuel is
six movies, or the same as Alice’s. However, Samuel’s peak
consumption needs (three movies) are higher than those of
Alice’s. Suppose Samuel selects the plan with IQT = 2: the
total realized consumption is five movies, with a stockout of
one movie, which occurred at Samuel’s peak consumption
need (three movies). Notice that with BBPD, Samuel will
need to increase his purchase capacity by 50% (i.e., switch
from IQT = 2 to IQT = 3) to fully eliminate stockout. In this
case, his realized consumption only increases by 16% (from
five to six movies).

Figure A.3 (Color online) A Simple Illustration of the Monthly
Quota and the Available Quota for “Samuel”
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Instantaneous and Monthly Quota
Following the example discussed in Figure A.2, consider
an alternative service plan with a monthly quota of eight
movies. The “eight movie” quota is chosen to be the max-
imum consumption capacity that corresponds to a BBPD
plan with a monthly quota of IQT = 2. In this case, Samuel
incurs zero stockout, which is less than the stockout for the
BBPD counterpart (one movie).

Figure A.3 illustrates why a monthly quota is less likely
to induce stockout, compared with an instantaneous quota.
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